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Anode Engineering present the Wizard Underwater Drone equipped with the 

following features: 

PowerRay Wizard- integrated battery with up to 4 hours operation, three 

thrusters- two forward thrust and one up/ down thruster. 

4K Video Camera UHD, 12 Megapixel stills, 95 degree field of view, supports 

1080P real-time streaming. 

Joystick Controller- including both phone and 10” tablet mount options. 

Wi-Fi Base Station- communicates between tablet/phone app to control drone 

and receive video. 

70m reinforced tether, unit is rated to 30m depth.  

64GB SD card non- volatile video storage. 

240V Charger- all items charge at once from the one charger. 

PowerSeeker (sonar fish finder) provides sounder image as well as depth 

information. Possible to use the unit without the drone as a fishfinder cast out 

on fishing line and displayed on your drone or tablet. 

Suitcase with rollers, extendable handle and dedicated foam moulded 

compartments. 

Powervision Edition of the ZEISS VR ONE Plus goggles- insert phone into 

headset for full Virtual Reality vison and drone control. 
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WIZARD UNDERWATER DRONE 
Versatile Tank Inspection & depth survey tool. 

 70m Reinforced Tether, Rated to 30m, 4K 

UHD Camera, Sonar Module, up to 4 hours 

operation. 
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Wizard Pack Contents 

                                                                                                                  

The Powerseeker depth sounder module can be used as a 

stand alone fish-finder just attach onto a fishing line, cast 

out and view the sounder image on your tablet or phone. 

The module also screws into the bottom of the Wizard 

Drone to become a fish-finder/ depth sounder for the 

drone as well. 

 

Contact us at Anode Engineering if you should have any further questions on 07 3801 5521 or email: 

admin@anodeengineering.com 

 

WIZARD UNDERWATER DRONE 
Versatile Tank Inspection & depth survey tool. 
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